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It has long been accepted that hydrodynamic pressure in a draining fluid film can cause inversion of
curvature of a fluid-fluid interface, creating the so-called dimple. However, it was recently
discovered that a different shape, dubbed a wimple, can be formed if a bubble/drop is initially in the
field of repulsive surface forces, so that a wetting film is formed. The film profile then includes a
central region in which the film remains thin, surrounded by a ring of greater film thickness and
bounded at the outer edge by a barrier rim. This shape later evolves to a conventional dimple, which
then drains in the usual way. Here we carry out numerical simulations of the draining film evolution
that allow us to uncover the physical mechanism responsible for wimple formation. Simple
analytical estimates are then obtained for characteristic times of different stages of drainage, and are
shown to be in good agreement with experimental data. We demonstrate that wimpling is a general
phenomenon that can be encountered in many different systems. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2741151�

Studies of hydrodynamic interactions involving drops
and bubbles are vitally important for describing the behavior
of emulsions and foams, flotation processes, coalescence and
fusion phenomena, as well as for modelling the behavior of
biological systems, such as membranes and perhaps even
living cells. When a bubble or a liquid drop surrounded by
another viscous liquid is pressed against a solid wall, a thin
draining film is formed. Despite some, mostly technical,
complications in the quantitative description of complex de-
formable interfaces, the qualitative picture and the underly-
ing physics of a thin film drainage appeared to be fully un-
derstood several decades ago. It has been believed that when
the approach speed is sufficiently high and the separation is
small, the hydrodynamic pressure in the film can be large
enough to invert the curvature of a fluid drop or a bubble,
forming the so-called dimple.1–3 The dimple is bounded by a
barrier rim, which is the circle of minimum separation be-
tween the two surfaces. The rate at which fluid can flow
through the thin gap at the barrier rim restricts the film drain-
age, and this can become the rate-limiting process in deter-
mining many phenomena. The dimpling has been confirmed
in numerous macroscopic experiments and predicted
theoretically.4–7 Qualitatively similar film profiles have also
been observed at the submicroscopic scale, where a disjoin-
ing pressure and relevant surface forces become
important.8–10 However, an entirely new observation has
been made in a recent experiment,11 revealing that at the
nanoscale the commonly accepted notions about the shape
evolution of a draining film are incomplete. The new result is
that if the substrate starts to move toward drop/bubble from
an equilibrium configuration, a more complex rippled shape,
a wimple, can be observed at the initial stage of approach
�Fig. 1�. In a wimple, the wetting film thickness has a de-
pression near the axis of symmetry �r=0� surrounded by a
ring of greater film thickness and bounded at the outer edge

by a barrier rim �see also Fig. 2�. This shape later evolves to
a conventional dimple, which then drains in the usual way.
Rippled dissipative structures, e.g., surface waves, are often
observed in large scale systems. They have also been de-
tected at the nanoscale, being inevitably attributed to various
types of instabilities.13–15 It is, however, striking to discover
similar phenomena in essentially stable nanofilms, where the
surface tension and positive disjoining pressure are expected
to suppress any wave-like deformations.11 The purpose of the
present Letter is to outline a physical mechanism responsible
for a rippled deformation of a draining wetting film.

Consider an axisymmetric bubble pressed against a hori-
zontal rigid surface, which is a typical experimental
configuration,10,11,16,17 illustrated in Fig. 2. Liquid has viscos-
ity � and surface tension at the liquid-gas interface is �. The
bubble is held at the end of a fixed vertical capillary, while
the solid substrate can be moved in the vertical direction at a
controlled velocity. When the bubble is far from the solid
wall, its radius of curvature is constant and equal to R0, as-
suming that gravity can be neglected, i.e., the Bond number
is small. When the bubble is close to the wall its shape is
distorted locally by surface and hydrodynamic forces, result-
ing in the formation of a liquid film between the gas and the
solid. When the substrate moves toward the capillary, the
film region expands at a rate characterized by the velocity of
its outer edge, U, used as the horizontal velocity scale in our
model. The interplay between viscous flow and surface ten-
sion in the liquid film is described by the so-called Landau-
Levich-Bretherton scaling,12 which in the present context im-
plies using C1/3R0 and C2/3R0 as the local length scales in the
radial and vertical directions, respectively; C=�U /� is the
capillary number. The scaled cylindrical coordinates, r and z,
are shown in Fig. 2. The leading-order stress boundary con-
ditions imply zero shear stress at the interface and the normal
pressure jump in the form
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pg − p = hrr + r−1hr + ��h� , �1�

where pg and p are the pressures inside the bubble and in the
liquid film, respectively, ��h� is the scaled disjoining pres-
sure. While several different components of disjoining pres-
sure may be present in the experiment,16,17 the mechanism
discussed in the present study turns out to not be very sen-
sitive to the particular choice of the expression for ��h�.
Below we use the standard London-van der Waals model,
i.e., assume ��h�=�h−3, where �=−A /�C2R0

2, A is the Ha-
maker constant.

The standard lubrication-type analysis18 results in the
equation for the rescaled liquid film thickness h=h�r , t� in
the form

ht + �3r�−1�rh3�hrr + r−1hr + �h−3�r�r = 0, �2�

where time is scaled by C1/3R0 /U.
The boundary conditions for this equation at r=0 are the

conditions of axial symmetry expressed by hr�0, t�=0,
hrrr�0, t�=0. The right end of the domain, r=L, is defined by
the condition that h�L , t�=h0, where L can be changing with
time when the computational domain is expanding to simu-
late the expansion of the flattened region of the bubble sur-
face. The value of h0 is chosen large enough so that r=L is in
the region where the interface is dominated by capillary
forces and disjoining pressure is negligible. Finally, the con-
dition for matching of the film curvature with that of the
meniscus is written in the form

hrr�L,t� + L−1hr�L,t� = 1. �3�

Note that L=L�t�. Equation �2� with the specified boundary
conditions was solved numerically using a finite difference
approach with time stepping based on Gear’s backward dif-
ferentiation formulas.

There exists a possibility of a steady configuration, when
the disjoining pressure in the wetting film balances the cap-
illary pressure jump across the meniscus interface. This con-
figuration is taken as the initial condition, and the right end
point of the computational domain is moved a distance �L at
a constant speed, i.e., L�t�=L�0�+ t, which in the framework
of the small capillary number approximation simulates the
step-like change in the distance between the bubble and the
wall. �We note that there is an issue with applicability of
such models since flow accelerations have to remain
bounded. We therefore also ran simulations using a large but
finite rate of change of velocity and found that the behavior
of the system over the time scales of interest does not change
significantly.� Figure 3 �top� shows typical simulation results
�for �=0.001, L�0�=3, �L=3� at the initial stages of the
process. Snapshots of the interface are recorded at several
different values of rescaled time �=�t specified in the leg-
end. The extent of the wetting film does not change very
significantly, but the meniscus moves a significant distance
to the right, resulting in the formation of a trailing film. A
depression is then formed in this film, resulting in a shape
with a minimum at the axis of symmetry and another mini-
mum at a finite r, i.e., a wimple.

At later stages of evolution the wimple transforms into
the standard dimple shape5,6,19 and the latter slowly relaxes

FIG. 1. Experimental recording of multiple beam interference fringes re-
flecting the wimple shape of the film and its evolution to a dimple, courtesy
of L Y. Clasohm. Coordinate axes shown in the first snapshot are along the
axis of symmetry �z� and in the radial direction along the solid wall �r�.

FIG. 2. Sketch of a bubble held in a fixed capillary and pressed against a
solid surface. Wimple shape is illustrated in the enlarged view of the wetting
film region.

FIG. 3. Numerical results for �=10−3 illustrating liquid-gas interface evo-
lution: �top� formation of the wimple; �bottom� drainage of the dimple at the
later stages of evolution.
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to the flat film, as illustrated in Fig. 3 �bottom�. This turns
out to be a much slower process than the initial evolution,
and it is completed long after the substrate stopped moving.

The flow in the liquid film is driven by a combination of
gradients of the capillary and disjoining pressures, so a use-
ful insight into the nature of the flow can be obtained by
investigating the evolution of the total scaled pressure, com-
puted from Eq. �1� where for simplicity we set the �constant�
pressure in the gas, pg, to zero. Typical plots of the total
pressure for dimple and wimple are shown in Fig. 4. The
maximum of pressure for the dimple is at the axis of sym-
metry, while the highest pressure for the wimple shape is
attained at a circular ring.

Based on the above simulations, we propose the follow-
ing general mechanism for wimple formation. In equilib-
rium, the disjoining pressure in the wetting film, point A in
Fig. 5 �top�, balances the capillary pressure jump across the
meniscus �B�, so that pA= pB. When the meniscus starts mov-
ing, the trailing film is formed by the Landau-Levich-type
mechanism; the typical thickness of this film scales as C2/3.
This thickness is larger than the wetting film thickness, so
the disjoining pressure in this film, region B in Fig. 5 �bot-
tom�, is relatively small. But the capillary pressure jump is
also small, since the trailing film is almost flat when it is
newly formed. Thus, there is a region of increased pressure,
pB� pA and pB� pC, and as a result the liquid is pushed out
of this region in both directions, i.e., toward the capillary
meniscus region and toward the wetting film, resulting in
formation of the wimple.

An important aspect of the wimpling is that it can only
occur if some of the fluid in the film first flows towards the
central axis, before later draining in the opposite direction.11

Indeed, the flow direction is associated with the pressure in
the film, which in turn can be related to the shape of the
interface. Hence, when a wimple is present the film pressure
at the center and near the shoulder �or barrier rim� is low,
while it is high in the intermediate annular region where
curvature is concave. Therefore, when the drop/bubble is
pushed fast towards the wall, the response of the film is first
to flow inward toward the central region, before later revers-
ing the flow and draining out again. We propose that a rever-
sal of the radial flow direction during thin film drainage is
the norm rather than the exception and note that this effect
may have potential applications for mixing at the nanoscale.

To make a better connection to experimental work it is
useful to interpret our numerical results in dimensional
terms. At the characteristic speed of U=100 �m/s, the value
of C1/3 is typically on the order of 10−2. Thus, for the bubble
of radius 1 mm, the orders of magnitude for dimensional
radial and vertical scales in the draining film region are
10 �m and 100 nm, respectively. Direct comparison of our
work with experiment is difficult since the experimental re-
cording of wimple shape11 was obtained for a droplet of
mercury instead of an air bubble so the flow inside the drop-
let may have an effect on the process and our simple disjoin-
ing pressure model may not describe the experimental situa-
tion accurately enough. However, the main features of the
proposed mechanism, such as formation of stable wetting
film and a thicker and nearly flat trailing film, are the same in
this case. Furthermore, we expect the flow in the film to be
the limiting mechanism for the dynamics of the system. Our
estimates of the dimensional time are consistent with the
time scales of the shape evolution in experiments. Indeed, if
we use the surface tension at the water-mercury interface and
viscosity of water, but ignore the effects of flow in the mer-
cury, the characteristic time C1/3R0 /U is near 0.06 s. Then
the dimensional time of wimple formation is estimated to be
0.5 s, transition to dimple occurs at 5 s, and the dimple dis-
appears after 50 s. This can be compared with the experi-
mental values of 0.44 s, 3.8 s, and 34 s in Fig. 2 in Ref. 11.
While this comparison is qualitative, it provides justification
for the physical mechanism proposed in the present work.

In addition to numerical predictions it is also useful to
obtain simple analytical estimates of the typical time scales
of a wimple formation and a dimple drainage. These can be
done by linearizing Eq. �2�,

ht + �3r�−1h̄3�r�hrr + r−1hr − 3�h̄−4h�r�r = 0, �4�

where h̄ denotes the average film thickness. The solution of
Eq. �4� on �0,L� can be written as a linear superposition in
the form

h = h̄ + �
n

Ane−�ntJ0�qnr� . �5�

Since the average value over r of the sum over n on the
right-hand side has to vanish, the dimensionless wavenum-
bers qn obey the relationship J1�qnL�=0, based on the well-

FIG. 4. Pressure distributions for the wimple ��=0.03, solid line� and the
dimple ��=0.3, dashed line�.

FIG. 5. A sketch of the physical mechanism of wimple formation.
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known relation between Bessel functions of the zeroth and
the first orders. Thus, qn=	n /L, where 	n is the nth root of
the Bessel function of the first kind, J1. The dimensionless
decay rate �n satisfies the following dispersion relation:

�n = �h̄3qn
2/3��qn

2 + 3�h̄−4� . �6�

Note that with the increase in n, qn grows linearly, while �n

grows biquadratically. In general, at a given time many
wavenumbers are present. However, the short wavelength
�large n� perturbations decay rapidly with time, so only per-
turbations that correspond to the smallest values of n remain.
Hence, they determine primarily the shape of the film for
large time t. Equation �6� can be used to gain insights into
the time evolution of interface shapes. At very large times
the film reaches flat equilibrium shape, which corresponds to
perturbations of all wavelengths decaying to zero. At the late
stages of the shape evolution �relatively large t�, the film is
not yet at equilibrium, but already close to it. Thus, the Fou-
rier components with large �n are also decaying, but the film
is not flat yet due to the component n=1. Then the interface
shape is essentially dimpled with a characteristic wavenum-
ber q1=	1 /L. Since 	1�3.83, the dimple has a maximum in
the film center and a minimum at the rim. The rescaled decay
time �1

−1� is close to 0.3, giving an estimate of the drainage
time consistent with the simulation data. If we now consider
the shape evolution before the dimple formation, we can ex-
pect that q2=	2 /L will also play an important role. The value
	2�7.02 corresponds to a wimple with a maximum sur-
rounded by two minima at the center and the rim. The cor-
responding evolution time �2

−1��0.05, which is also in good
agreement with the simulations.

Based on the analysis of interfacial stress conditions, it
has been predicted that rippled deformations can appear as a
result of interplay between surface tension and disjoining
pressure.20 In this earlier paper the wimple-dimple transition
was discussed based on the assumption that the interface
shape is dominated by a single Fourier component of the
superposition given by Eq. �5�; the wavenumber of that com-

ponent was denoted by �b in Ref. 20. The wimple shape then
corresponds to larger values of b, while the dimple is ex-
pected at smaller b, with the transition between the two tak-
ing place when b is near the square of a root of the Bessel
function J1. Comparing this approach with the present study
shows that b can be expressed in our notation as b=q1

2 and
therefore the condition q1=	1 /L that we used in our estimate
of wimple-dimple transition time is the same as the condition
for b obtained in Ref. 20.

The rippled deformations behind moving menisci are
crucial for understanding the dynamics of receding contact
lines. The well-known dependence of dynamic contact angle
correction on C1/3 suggests that the Landau-Levich-
Bretherton-type mechanism may play a role in contact line
dynamics, but the connection between the two has not been
fully understood. The present theory shows that the interplay
between the ultrathin wetting film and the thicker trailing
film behind the contact line is an essential feature of the
dynamics of receding contact lines.

According to the above mechanism, we claim that the
wimple is a generic phenomenon encountered en route to the
dimple and applicable to the bubble/drop interactions, as
well as in experiments on receding contact lines. We have
shown that the inward-then-outward flow in the film is not a
consequence of fluid inertia in the drop/bubble or of coupled
flow of the film to internal circulation within the drop/
bubble. It is not caused by high surface tension, a special
type of disjoining pressure isotherm, or high density of the
drop.
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